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Student Trustees Demand Reaffirmed
Senate to Communicate
Directly with Board

Josh Wunsch (left) and John Harrison (right) representatives of Sigma Nu and St. Anthony Hall participated
in Senate discussion Sunday night of the Social Relations Proposal. The final vote will be taken next week.
(See page 3)

Union with Hartt College Broadens *
Students'* Curriculum Opportunities
Through the cooperative program with Hartt College of Music
of the University of Hartford,
"Trinity will have one of the best
liberal arts college music offerings in the country" commented
Dean of Faculty Robert W. Fuller
in a TRIPOD interview Sunday.
Terming the affiliation "a very
significant development in Trinity's history". Fuller stressed that
the move marks "a major step in
inter-institutional cooperation."
The program will enable students to study at Hartt taking full
advantage of its 80-member faculty
and broad facilities. Officials said
the most significant opportunities
opened up to the Trinity student
will be in the areas of private
musical lessons and theory analysis. It was also noted that four
areas of concentration within the
major will now be offered, i.e.,
music history, music theory, ap-

plied music and music composition.
Members of the music faculty
at Trinitywill teach courses at both
campuses. Two courses will be
taught by Hartt professors at Trinity next year: Materials & Techniques of Music, a two semester
course, will be taught by Arnold
Franchetti and Joseph lad one and
a course on Beethoven will be
given during the Trinity term by
Dr. Willheim.
Dr. Moshe Paranov, vice chancellor of the University of Hartford and head of Hartt College
told the TRIPOD Sunday that the
Trinity student is "welcome to
anything Hartt has" and stressed
that the school "wants to be of
service to the community and the
sister institutions."
The TRIPOD had learned that
one of the most famous and richest
students ever to attend Hartt (and

T.C.C. to Receive AFROTC
Proposal at Next Meeting
The Trinity College Council subcommittee on the AFROTC program will release its report to
the Council tomorrow.
In a
TRIPOD interview Sunday, one
member of the committee reported
that the report had not yet been
completed and praised the subcommittee for its thorough examination of the issues.
Stuart Mason '70 commented that
the subcommittee had considered
the issue "more seriously than
anyone expected"
and complimented the other committee members for their "five, six and seven
hour meetings." He stated that
the committee would have to choose
among four alternatives in recommending what action the College
should take. According to Mason
the group can recommend that the
program be continued in its present form, be brought under full

control of the faculty including
review of course content, be considered an extracurricular activity which would receive no academic credit, or be terminated and
told to leave the campus.
The subcommittee's proposals
will be submitted to the TCC which
will give the report further study
and then send it to President
Lockwood. The results of a student poll to be held in the near
future on the question will also
be sent to Lockwood.
—
—
Students interested in
running for a vacancy on the
student-faculty grade review
committee should notify
Senate President David
Steuber by Friday.

hence now, through this affiliation,
one of the most famous and richest
students of Trinity) was Dionne
Warwick. Miss Warwick, however,
evidently fluncked out!
Auditions for positions on the
many Hartt musical groups will be
held at Trinity in the Fall. Among
the groups at Hartt are: orchestra,
symphonic wind ensemble, band,
chorale,
Hartt Singers, choral
groups, and opera.
Commenting on the advantages
of the cooperative program Dr.
Paranov said that the Trinity student " now has access, with the
affiliation, to one of the 10 leading
schools in music throughout the
United States." Paranov's claim
evidently is not unfounded. Critic
for THE NEW YORK TIMES Harold
C. Schonberg, in a recent review
(May 2) stated, "The Hartt College
of Music is a professional school
in every way, and this student
production was on a high level.
The vocal contribution was very
competent, quite on a par with what
one hears in presentations at Juilliard or the Manhattan School of
Music."
Sehonberg's additional comments concerning Paranov and a
colleague also reflect the critics
high estimation of the Hartt faculty:
"He is the grand old man of music
in Hartford, the heat of the Hartt
. College, and a very experienced
all-around musician who seems to
• have a knack of getting the best
results from young people -- just
as his colleague, Mr. Nagy, is one
of the country's more experienced
directors. Between the two they
can mount a production that ranks
with the work of any college in the
United States."
Questioned "what's in it for
Hartt" Dr. Paranov noted that considering the" countless hours taken
to prepare a beautiful thing", the
additional chance to perform at
the Austin Arts Center was certainly desirable. He expressed
pleasure with the opportunity to
"service Trinity with a beautiful
(Continued on Page 3)

By a vote of 23-1-1, the Senate,
Sunday night, reasserted its demand for student representation on
the Board of Trustees. The motion,
presented by Howard W. Gilbert
'70, emphasized that the student
representatives were to have "full
voting power" in all of the decisions of the Corporation.
Also included in the Senate
resolution was an agreement "to
send a copy of all resolutions and
reports on this matter to the Board
through its Secretary, as an official communication.."
Gilbert
explained that this clause would
prevent college officials from waylaying Senate requests in committees.
The Senate's initial request for
student representation on the board
was funnelled by President Lockwood to the Trinity College Council
and never officially presented to
the Board. The Council in turn
assigned it to a subcommittee. Its
. final recommendation to the President was that he recommend to the
Board that it accept Alumni trustees from the last four graduating
-classes. To date the TCC recommendation has itself not been acted
upon.
The TCC's recommendations for
recent Alumni trustee's was accompanied by a statement explaining that it had decided to defer
judgement on the question of undergraduate representation.
The TCC's consideration of the
Senate proposal was taken prior
to the faculty's decision to establish the "faculty conference," in
January. Faculty members of the
TCC felt at that time the faculty
might make a similar request for
representation on the Board once
the conference was established.
The Council's recommendation,
then, was that President Lockwood
not convey the student request to
the Board because of the possibility
that it would better be accompanied with a faculty request.
Gilbert's proposal which was
passed by the Senate reads: "That

the Senate reaffirms its demand
for votes in the decisions of the
Corporation,
That the Senate urges the Council
to immediately approve undergraduate representation to the
Board with voting power,
That the Senate urges the president to take immediate action on
the matter of Alumni Trustees and
to present this matter to the Board
at its next meeting.
That the officers of the Senate
be instructed to send a copy of
all resolutions and reports on this
matter to the Board through its
Secretary, as an official communication of this body."
At present the Board has alumni
representatives who are elected at
large. The recommendation calls
for the establishment of specific
means forelectingrepresentatives
from each of the four most recent
graduating classes.

Strike Cited
In Amherst
Moratorium
Fear of a student sit-in or strike
was the primary reason for a twoday suspension of classes last week
at Amherst College, according to
Informed sources at the 148-yearold liberal arts college.
Dr. Prosser Gifford, dean of
the Faculty at Amherst, stated in
a TRIPOD interview Sunday that in
recent months there had been a,
"sense of general irrationality and
mistrust" that made it advisable
to have the moratorium. Robert
Nathan, a member of the editorial
board o£ the Amherst STUDENT,
declared that the administration
•was frightened by the "extremely
good chance" of a serious disruption.
Some controversy centered over
the letter sent by D. Calvin H.
Plimpton, president of Amherst,
(Continued on Page 3)

Wunsch Calls SDS 'Immoral'
In Request for Repudiation
A proposal calling on the college
Senate to repudiate actions of the
Students for a Democratic Society
(SDS) as immoral and irresponsible -was termed 'asinine, irresponsiMe, and vindictive, by Jeff
Green, '70, a member of SDS,
in a TRIPOD interview late Sunday night.
Josh Wunsch, '70, who introduced the motion which was reputedly written by Chaplain Tull
and Mather Hall Program Director David Knowlton, read the
proposal as follows:
"On Thursday, May 1, 1969, the
Trinity Chapter of SDS sponsored
May Day festivities on the Trinity
College campus. During these
festivities various immoral and
irresponsible acts were performed, notably the pouring of wine
over the U. S. flag and the feeding
of wine to eight-and nine-year-old

children. We, the Senate of Trinity
College and the voice of the Student Body (sic) and the spokesmen
of community responsibility (sic),
repudiate these actions. We are
merely repudiating these SDS
actions as immoral and irrespons i b l e ; we are not passing judgement on SDS policy aims or goals.
Policy aims are one thing, but
policy action is another. In this
specific case of May 1 we are r e pudiating the act of SDS and their
•festivities.1" .
Steven Keeney, '71, president
of SDS, told that as far as he
knows, the individual who performed the acts mentioned is not
an SDS member. The festivities of
the day, which were cleared with
the college in advance and which
were intended for the whole college
to enjoy, did not include anything
(Continued on Page 3)
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More Albums for You Nice People
by D.J. Reilert
WE REMEMBER OTIS, Upsetters with Jimmy Wess (ABC,
ABCS-651) A good album of covers
of soul tracks originally done by
Otis Redding and others. Besides
a medley that you might hear any
uptown group play, some old things
from way back are done well,
like 'Tossin' and Turnin' and
'Don't Be Cruel'. Otis' songs do
seem to be missing something;
but that's more than understandable. I liked their 'Don't Mess
With Cupid' best of his songs.
(7.5)
CLICK, Click Horning (ABCS677) Produced by Tom Wilson,
it should have been much better.
Lyrics are trite, music unmemorable, just something that makes
you wonder why ABC doesn't save
its money for another B.B. King
album. Tracking isn't very integrated, mixing is too distinct fora
gruff voice like Homings'. He appears to be a folk artist, but his
stuff is embellished with all sorts
of instrumentation which only
make the record incongruous. (5.5)
• TRICYCLE (ABCS-674) I don't
think there is much worse than a
poor bubble-gum album. You've got
one here. Done by the kings Kase-

The Music Department-Harit Merger
by George T. Simon
Today Trinity has announced a
merger of Its Music Department
with the Hartt School of Music;
with that union another era in Trinity's history is closed. For years
the Music Department lias existed
and thrived under the most adverse
conditions. Until four years ago
it had only two professors, a total
of eight courses offered, and a
major which required only six
music courses. The Arts Center
had not been built, there was only
one listening room in the school,
and only a handful of records to
play in it. The library didn't even
own a collection of Handel's complete works. Yet somehow it survived, probably because of the
devotion of its two faculty members
•who somehow managed to teach
music with such deplorable r e sources.
With the completion of Austin
Arts Center the department was
given a new physical plant and the
added resources of a large record
collection and another professor.
Two years ago a fourth professor
was added and the department expanded to an offering of sixteen
courses and a major of ten
courses. For the first time it
seemed that the Music Department
came up to the standards of size and
ability which the rest of the school
meets. Now there is the Hartt merger. There are a countless number
of professors, over fifty available
courses, and a major of 14 required
courses plus two prerequisites.
To assess a change of this
magnitude is perhaps quite difficult
at this stage of the game, but certain trends are quite obvious. To be
sure Trinity will now have one
of the best Music Departments of
any liberal arts college in the country and can look forward to a quality
of student which it had never
dreamed of before. The Hartt
School is a conservatory of music
which trains professional musicians, and Trinity students will
be asked to equal both their standards and drive. Considering the
number of courses offered and
their excellence, it's a good deal.
CONCERT ANNOUNCEMENT
There are two fine concerts
in the area this week.
Tonight, Richie Havens
performs at Mt. Holyoke.
Wednesday evening, Bushnell
Hall will host Jose Feliciano.
Places are available for both.

Yet there are several doubts in
my mind. Primary on this list is
the dismissal of two of our music
professors, reducingthe number of
full-time Trinity teachers to the
same number we had four years
ago. Having full-time teachers who
are always available for consultation and extra help has been one
of the true advantages of the department in the past. It seems in
that respect we are back where
we started. To make matters worse
one of our two men is not even
teaching a course at Trinity next
year. I begin to wonder if excellence is worth the price of losing
all but one member of the faculty.
Of more concrete importance is
the prospective major which consists of 14 required courses. This
is of course a bit of mathematical
subterfuge, for in actuality the
number should be 16. Two years of
Theory courses are required for
the major, yet theprerequisite,for
first year Theory is basic piano
and ear-training, skills which most
Trinity students will not have upon
their entrance here. Thus, in
essence there are 16 courses to the
major, two more than the guidelines set out by the Curriculum
Revision Committee. Furthermore, given this set-up, plus the
required two year history cycle, it
becomes imperative for the major
student to start taking courses for
this degree by sophomore year.
While this fact might be bearable
for most departments, in music
this is not the case. Both of the
two music majors graduating this
spring entered the department
at the beginning of junior year;
under the new system the Music
Department would be left with no
majors at all.
In the end the department leaves
the prospective major in the following predicament: If he wants a
Theory concentration, he will have
to enter the department freshman
year. If he is in History Practical, or Composition concentration
he will have to enter by sophomore
year. He cannot take a first level
survey course for credit to try out
the major (the one year survey
course does not apply to the major).
And regardless what he does he
will have to pay a minimum of $450
of
of ext
ext ra
ra fees
fees for
for individual
individual instrucinstruction.
It would, seem that any department would have trouble surviving
under circumstances such as
these. In all fairness to the Music
Department, these complications
are not their doing, but are the
result of an act which came close
to being rash; the complete mer-

ger of a department with another
school with no trial period is an
act of irresponsibility by the administration. I would hope that
their decisions are not so mercurial in the matter of firing teachers
and forgetting past service.
When it's all thought out, I can
only wonder if it wasn't better in
-the old days with inadequate facilities, when things were thought out
slowly and carefully, and there was
some feeling of logic and stability
in the air.

netz-Katz, this is really bad. Instrumentation and arranging are
terrible, mixing mediocre playing
with awful kiddie froops. Some
titles are: 'Mr. Henry's Lollipop
Shop', 'Lemonade Parade', 'Mary
Had A Little Man', 'Yumberry
Park'. There is also a cover
(heavy, baby) of 'Simon Says'. I
really dig nice and good children's
music; but I'd hate my kids to be
exposed to this trash. (2)
SATURN RINGS,
Michelle
(ABCS-684) Pretty album by a girl
with a pleasant voice, singing songs
of all strains. Many different styles
are represented here, through
clever arrangements by producer
Mike Deasy (and Mike Melvine)
•Fallen Angel' might be the outstanding track. (6.5)
TIME CHANGES, Ford Theatre
(ABCS-681) The story of Clifford
Smothergill in his quest to find
meaning in life. Hmm. It's really
enjoyable if taken lightly. The
group, together for many years,
has the sound of an early-sixties
wop rock clik in places; but it's
fun in a low-key way. They are
good performers, and, in their format of a two-act play, put the
listener at ease. There is no pressure to dig a higher meaning. Well
done, though a little too separated
(something which seems to plague
ABC and RCA recordings), (8)
SANDS OF TIME, Jay and the
Americans (Ua, UAS 6671) Downing an album like this is attacking
a sacred cow. Mineola Jay and
his boys do twelve moldy goldies
in souped-up sixties fashion, A palatable album, though one might
ask why they wanted to do it. (If
you had seen Jay hanging around
the Picture Lounge in Williston
Park, Long Island way back when,
you might know why.) You'll buy
it if you're one of the many who
save bobby sox in bottom drawers.
'This Magic Moment' is on it.
(7.5)
AS THEY ARE, Tee and Cara
(UAS 6683) Two high-school kids

from New York, who write, sing
and play guitar, have produced a
listenable first effort. Most of the
material is their own, added to
'I've Got Plenty of Nothing' and
'A Hard Day's Night'. Some people
are raving' about this album. I'd
prefer to think they should be outstanding performers in a bit, if
they develop. (7)
Other things on United Artists:
HEAVIES (UAS 6691) is a rerelease of early Spencer Davis
stuff, with Winwood in lead. An
item if you dig the Original Al
Kooper. Songs are like the other
Davis beat blues; and OUT OF THE
FRYING PAN (UAS 6695) shows
studio organist Wynder K. Frog
off in a number of covers. Good
background music. His cut of
•Tequila' has been played in N.Y.
a lot. Pretty good thing. Both
rate 7 and a smile.
FORTY
BLUE
FINGERS
FRESHLY PACKED AND READY
TO SERVE, Chicken Shack (Epic
BN 26414) Lead, piano (played by
girl Christine Perfect), bass and
drums. Good thing. Solid blues,
not overpowering, but very engaging. Christine does a fine vocal
on 'When The Train Comes Back'.
Their sound is better practised
than most new blues groups, and
they don't blast the hell out of you
to catch attention, nor bore in
trying to impress with virtuosity.
(8.5)
ENGLISH ROSE, Fleetwood Mac
(BN 26446) A big, big letdown.
Though
outstanding live, Mac
comes off very weakly on this
record. There are only two kinds
of songs herein; they'seem to have
laid them out in alternating positions (Now that you wonder what
that means, listen to it yourself.)
Peter Green's guitar work is very
disappointing, much more poorly
developed than on Mayall's tracks.
Easily bores. Better luck next
time. (6)
KAK, (BN 26429) seems pretentious at first, but it's really
o.k.
Very commercial, though
not terribly important. Good rock
guitarist and balance, with very
standard arrangements. Singing
steady too.
'Everything's
Changing1 is getting air play here
and there, though 'Disbelievin' is
a better track. 'I've Got Time'
reminds of Moby Grape '67. Very
well done jacket, too. (7)
SOUL '69,
Aretha Franklin
(Atlantic SD 8212) Aretha has left
Memphis and the Roots for good
here, lending herself more to traditional jazz and blues. Though
somewhat disappointed that she
isn't singing the raw, explosive
material she did when she came to
Atlantic, one is satisfied listening
to side one, upon realising that
she does the new stuff beautifully.
This album has to confirm her as
the best and most versatile female
blues singer of the , decade. She
might stay away from white country
songs, as 'Gentle on My Mind'
and 'Elusive Butterfly are weaker
then her blues tracks. A wonderful
voice. (9)

SEXY SADDl
* bV R'chard Coakley '69 (fiberglassand metal) will be
™ l ° n g t h e s t u d e n t w o r k s lr> the show opening Thursday eveninq at
8:30.
8:30.
More than one hundred pieces Thursday evening at 8:30 will feaof student painting, graphics, ture live entertainment by the
photography, and sculpture will go American Blues Exchange and a
on exhibit at the Austin Arts Cen- brilliant display of,opening night
ter this Thursday, May 8. The show devotees.
will run to the end of the academic
The show will be judged on
year.
Thursday by Mr. William Bendie
The opening of the Second An- Editor
of The Art Gallery
nual Trinity Students Art Show on magazine.

BALL, Iron Butterfly (Atco, SD
33-280) is solid and very much in
the same bag as the other two. The
Butterfly is definitely not overly
endowed musically, but their
sound is unique, and they do their
thing very well. They have emerged
as the top pop (simple) group ' n
the U.S., and it's probably deserved, because they're consistnet
and strong in their own way. Noj
as good as In-a-gadda-da-vida, Wj
good to have when a beauWul
sixteen-year-old bops in. (8.5)
Note - numerical rating resembles Trinity's. A seven (or B
minus) means it's worth something
to somebody. Nine is really
^
ten exceptional, and eleven
happens about five times a
in rock.
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Vote on S.W.A.P.

Proposal Delayed

At its meeting Sunday night the
Senate again postponed action on
a proposal to bring all student
governing bodies under the control of the Senate.
The proposal, which would allow
the Senate to establish guidelines
for fraternities' selectivity processes, drew criticism from a
number of Senators. After an informal vote showed that a majority
of those at the meeting would accept the proposal if they approved
of the proposed guidelines, Jiminez
asked that a committee be formed
to propose selectivity guidelines.
Jiminez stated that he would amend
the motion to include the proposed
guidelines. Because of the additional delay the Senate may not take
final action on the motion until the
Fall.
Criticism of the social relations
proposal followed a request by

Hartt...
(Continued from Page 1)
cultural thing," and said that he
hoped that between the resourses
of the two colleges that a "great
work" might be performed.
A rather astute Trinity spokesman had additional comments concerning what advantages Hartt received from the program. "They
get some smart liberal arts college students among the 'typical
mega-clods, running around the
school of music."
Professor of Fine Arts J.errold
Ziff, the chairman of the program
at Trinity, said that the interinstitutional cooperation was especially significant in that it was
an example of the possible ways
a school can enrich a program
without facing the tremendous cost
encountered in building up its
own faculty.

Jiminez that those opposing his
motion reveal their "real objections." Joshua Wunsch '70 stated
that many students were concerned
with the possibility "of a student
government maintaining ultimate
power on a college campus," and
suggested that the Senate " reconsider whether we should leave
ultimate power in the hands of the
College." He denied that he was
concerned with "the threat to fraternity autonomy" posed by the
resolution.
Jiminez admitted that "power is
a pretty dangerous thing depending
on whose hands it gets in" but
stated that the student body "has
the right to determine how we
should live." He commented that
he believed other objections underlay Wunsch's opposition and that he
was "a bit wary about his bringing
that up."
Wunsch said that he was also
" concerned about the autonomy of
the house which I am in," and added
that under the new regulations "we
are putting our fate and autonomy
in the Senate's'hands."
Jiminez also raised the question
of possible discriminatory clauses
in several fraternities' national
charters. Several senators criticized Jiminez for his accusation,
but later Wunsch admitted that,
several fraternities were either
trying to strike such clauses from
their by-laws or working for
amendment of their national
charters.
When questioned concerning the
"practicality" of the proposal John
Osier '70 stated that since his
fraternity used the "unit blackball"
system, he would "bring charges"
if this policy continued after the
approval of Senate guidelines prohibiting such practices.
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issuance charge ON 100
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( W t o o b . T r a v e l Service,«**
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Hartford National Bank & Twit, Mam & Pearl S

SDS MAY
DAY SDS
SDS May Day Festival, including a memorial service for Joe Hill, a member of the International Workers of
the World, various discussion groups, and a quad ball featuring the hard rock sounds of 'Gasoline' held
student interest last Thursday. The days events, which were sponsored by SDS, came under criticism from
various members of the college community.

Drug Policy Commitee Reports
Slowdown; Cites Committies
to be worked out."
"Actually, there has been a little
work done by the committee,"Higgins continued. "We should have
the first draft of a tentative proposal written in .a very short time."
When this draft is completed, the
sub-committee will present it
to the TCC -where it will be debated
and the final wording and final
policy made clear. The subcommittee, which was formed by
the TCC in response to a letter
seat by President Lockwood, is
made up of David Appel, ' 72, Tate
Preston '72, Dr. Roy Heath, Dr.
Robert O'Malley, Dr. John Clark,
Dr. Peter Knowlton, and Higgins.

The Trinity College Council's
ad hoc Committee on Drug Policy
has not progressed very far in its
deliberations, Associate Professor of Psychology and College
counselor George C. Higgins, a
member of the committee, told the
TRIPOD in an interview Sunday
afternoon. Higgins commented that
"one of the committee's biggest
problems has been that of the members of the subcommittee having
duties on other committees." "At
first everyone was interested in the
drug proposal; now they're all worried about the ROTC program or
some other idea. With all of these
other issues using the time of the

members of the committee, it will
be quite hard to come out with any
statement this semester," he
added.
One committee member, who declined to be quoted, told the
TRIPOD of one of the ideas that
has been proposed to solve the
multi-committee complex that so
many of the college's elected
representatives seem to have. "It's
so very simple, you see. The college should, as a complete body,
take the first semester of next year
as an open semester. That way,
you'd get all of the committee work
done and the proposals that are
supposed to come out will have time

SDS.,

Amherst Averts Sit-in..,

(Continued from Page 1)
of this nature as part of the program, Keeney noted. He continued,
saying that "if anyone says that any
harm has been done, it just proves
that the American flag is a magic
symbol, that it is a 'magic talisman' rather than standing for anything human." Keeney characterized the authors of the proposal as
persons pursuing an unfruitful approach, that "the questioning of
those who are making the War in
Vietnam happen would be a much
better matter than that of those
who are trying to stop it."
Green questioned the responsibility of the Senate in this province. "If the Senate starts to rule
on questions like this, it might as
well meet five or six times a week
to consider infractions of drinking
rules on campus," he added. "It
was just a ridiculous thingtobring
up before the Senate."

(Continued from Page 1)
to President Richard Nixon in
which Plimpton discussed the tensions that exist on college campuses. It has been, both praised,
criticized for departing from the
traditional official neutrality of
the academic institution toward
political affairs.
Dean Gifford pointed out that
"some care was taken to prove
that the letter doesn't represent
an institutional
commitment."
However, most of the members of
Amherst interviewed by the TRIPOD expressed the belief that a
letter written by the President of
Amherst on Amherst stationary
and released to the public represents an institutional commitment.
Dr. Theodore Lockwood, president of the College, commented
that he views Dr, Plimpton's letter

TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY

as an official statement of Amherst. He stated that he agrees
with the sentiments of the letter
but added that it is in the best
interest of the academic institution
to make an official policy statement on national issues. Dr. Lockwood expressed the fear that such
statements might encourage political groups to attempt to impose
policies upon academic communities.
The student body of Amherst
heard the letter to President Nixon
at an all-college meeting last\
Tuesday that was attended by 900
students, and responded'to its text
with a standing ovation.
Reliable sources stated that the
student body was amazed by the
contents of the letter, and viewed
it as a decisive step away from the
traditionally conservative attitudes of Dr. Plimpton.
There are some reports at Amherst that Dr. Plimpton will be r e tiring, and that Dean Gifford
arranged the moratorium as a t a c tic to achieve the presidency of the
institution.

One Day Service
Complete Laundry and Dry Cteaninig Services
Expert Tailoring
Basement Cook A
asylum, irtwtt

All But The Linen Service WiH Be
Open On Saturday 9:30-1:00
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LETTERS to the editor
'lectures'

EDITORIAL SECTION
May 6,1969

The Privy Council
Last September, when Dr. Lockwood announced the
establishment of the Trinity College Council, the undergraduate community wondered whether representative government had finally come. to the institution. A year
of timid inaction has answered the speculation of the
student community. It is now apparent that the TCC is little
more than the President's privy council, serving as the
executor of agenda prepared by the administration. Its
members work at the leisurely pace of country gentlemen;
the students on the Council, proud of their illusory
responsibilities, often seem more concerned with serving the
"Honor of God" than the interests of the constituent body
that elected them.
The most pathetic example of the TCC's impotence was its
handling of the issue of parietals. After having written a
worthwhile statement, they appeased the administration by
destroying their original proposal through the establishment
of a residential council.
As the Senate pointed out in the resolution adopted on
Sunday, the Council still has not completed any action on
the proposal for student trustees that was presented to them
last November.
Two months ago, the Senate submitted a plan for a new
judicial structure to the TCC, but no action is expected from
the Council until next September.
Were it not for the fact that the TCC steadfastly maintains
that it has real authority, we would not have any complaint
about that helpless body. However, its facade of power
inhibits the development of student government.
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to lectures, but I would suggest
as a general principle that active
involvement of the student through
discussion is a superior approach.
When discussion is unnecessary,
or when a large enrollment makes
it impractical, I would advocate
any sort of independent work (or
even no assignment at all) in place
of lectures more useful to students
when printed.-than when delivered
orally. I hope that, in keeping with
other recent innovations, the
faculty will eliminate as much as
possible this inefficient method of

To the Editor:
In the spirit of recent improvements in the curriculum at Trinity,
I would like to otter a criticism
of and suggestions concerning the
use of the lecture as a teaching device. Despite the traditional and
widespread acceptance of this
method of instruction, I have found
it to be relatively inefficient at best
and positively detrimental to the
learning experience at worst. Although it has been my good fortune
to study under a large number of
knowledgeable professors genuinely interested in both their
field and their students, I can
recall no lecture, regardless of
how forcefully delivered, which
would not have been more beneficial to me in finished, printed
form. In place of the incomplete
sentences and poor reproductions
of well-stated thoughts which fill
my course notebooks, I would much
prefer verbatim copies of the many
lectures worth preserving which 1
have heard at Trinity, and I would
gladly pay my share of the cost
for this service. The number of
lecture courses for which this is
an impractical suggestion is small,
and the adjustment would be especially easy for those who talk
from a set of polished or semipolished essays anyway.
I must disagree with the oftenheard advice that students write
down "only the important things"
said in class. WelK-planned lectures designed to complement or
supplement assigned reading consist entirely of stepwise arguments
substantiating a number of significant points, and do not contain,
what I would call "unimportant
things;" such presentations are
best appreciated without the distraction of note-taking but can
seldom be remembered In their
entirety without some sort of record of them. I believe that my
idea would resolve this problem
that the efforts of both teachers
and students would be more extensively rewarded by its application.
I have no finished proposals concerning the use of time now devoted

instruction.
Kenneth Phelps >69

'off campus'
Tot the Editor:
Concerning freshman
Peter
Crawford's letter on the campout, I can't really say whether he
is correct in his assertions or not,
for I missed'the camp- out entirely,
I was out looking for off-campus
housing you see.
Kevin S. Gracey '72

Steele Discusses Student
Interest in New Program
With definite major requirements yet to be decided upon by
the faculty, approximately one
dozen students have indicated interest in the College's new nonwestern studies program. Assistant Professor of History, Dr.
H. McKim Steele, who is a member
of the faculty's non-western
studies committee expressed satisfaction with the student response
to date, adding that the program
conceived to be "fairly challenging" and was not envisioned for
large numbers.
Steele, speaking in an interview
Sunday, explained that the nonwestern program would constitute
a major. There will be some r e quired courses, seminars, a senior thesis and a final exercise,
he added. The specific requirements for the program will be
voted on by the faculty in the near
future.
The prospectus for the program
lists over thirty courses from
six different departments on campus. Also given credit under the
program are some 50 additional
courses at colleges in the Hartford area. To gain admission to the
program, students must present
a proposed course of study drawing
on the courses ^stecl. No specific

requirements are included in the
program except two seminars. Independent study semesters are
encouraged by the Non-Western
Studies Committee.
According to Steele, foreign
language proficiency is not required but "strongly encouraged."
The other universities in the
Hartford area which offer recommended courses include Hartford
Seminary Foundation and Wesleyan
University. The Seminar's offered
next year are Assistant Professor
of History, Dr. Anthony G. Netting's "Traditional Agrarian Societies" during the first semester
and "Problems of Modernization"
which will be taught by Steele
during the second semester.
Nearly half of the students
requesting to enroll are rising
sophomores, according to Steele.
He revealed that rising juniors are
also encouraged to enroll as it
will be possible to complete the
requirements in two years. Members ol the present junior class,
he warned, would probably have
difficulty completing the program
within one year. Steele advised
that juniors interested attempt to
write an interdisciplinary major
program including as many nonwestern courses as possible.

Class of '73 Number 385;
Rooming Predictions Confirmed
Despite many rumors to the
contrary, the entering Class of. 1973
will be almost exactly the anticipated size. In an interview with
the TRIPOD Friday, Director of
Admissions, W. Howie Muir r e ported an entering class of 279
men and 106 women.
Muir noted that there is an annual loss from such early figures
as students on waiting lists at
other institutions receive notification of acceptances, or discover
that they did not receive financial
aid they had expected. By September, the entering Trinity class will
number the desired 375 as vacancies are filled from the waiting list.
Also entering' the college will
be 49 transfer students, including
44 women. This brings the total
prospective enrollment of women
at Trinity for the academic year
to 150, plus whatever number of
women eventually participate in
exchanges.
A general profile of the entering freshman class shows that
about 60% are public school graduates. Of the entire group of new
students, 26 are black, including
three transfers, eight women, and
one student from Africa.Muir noted
a substantial increase this year in
the all-around Quality of the admissions pool, which was reflected in the final entering class. In
many cases, Muir said, the new
Trinity curriculum brought stu-

dents to Trinity who had been accepted at other highly prestigious
institutions in the New England
area,
Muir commented that at no time
had there been any fear in his department of obtaining a class too
-large for the limited facilities and
housing available to the freshman."
"The college," he said, "knows
where it is going, and how to get
there."
Financial aid for the entering
freshmen is the highest total ever,
but slightly fewer members of the
class will receive aid compared to
recent years. The college is making every effort to increase the
available financial aid,,Muir said.
Special talents in the entering
class include excellent athletes,
chosen with careful cooperation of
the Athletic Department staff. Muir
expressed the appreciation of his
department for Athletic recruitment that sought candidates both
athletically talented and capable
of meeting the high academic
quality of the college.
Among long range trends, Muir
considered a gradual rise in interest in the humanities and social
sciences important, especially
among women students. He added,
however, that the Class of 1973 includes some of the best science
students ever to apply to the
college.

For the following year, the admissions staff will be seeking to
expand its recruitment of women,
who this year come almost exclusively from New England and
the East. Special efforts will be
made to continue to interest black
students in Trinity. Muir expects
the new curriculum at the college
to pay a major role in attracting
the very best secondary school
students.

PLATFORMS AVAILABLE
Are you an authority on
surfing, movies, labor movement or photography? The Student Speakers Bureau founded
by Michael Mermey '67
provides Trinity students the
opportunity to air their knowledge before interested groups
such as schools, hospitals and
social service organizations.
If you have acquired knowledge
of some specific field, not
necessarily
academic
in
nature, join the Bureau.
The new brochure is being
prepared for distribution this
summer. Contact John Bonee
'70 HR 302 - 278-8915 or Constance Ware, Public Information Office, 79 Vernon Street
- Ext. 366.
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Blinking Back at Big Brother
by Michael Jimenez

,

Ferkiss, Victor C , TECHNOLOUICAL MAN: MYTH AND REALITY,
George Braziller, New York, 1969.
"The astronauts are the culmination of a long process of
social development, and they
are the most obvious and
colorful representatives of a
new race of humanity engaged
in a new kind of Interaction
with Its physical environment.
For our technological t r i umphs are the creation of a
dawning technological civilization, and the astronauts and
their fellows not only represent this civilization, but they
are helping to c reate It as well.
They are not only the fruits
of the labors of humanity, but
increasingly the arbiters of its
destiny. Technological man, it
would seem, hascomeofage...
"How is it possible that this
nice young man (one of America's astronauts — his name
does not matter for he is the
Everyman of the future) and
his friends — with their demichic wives and scrubbed children straight out of BETTER
HOMES AND GARDENS, with
their football and their scuba
diving and their military academy and engineering school
backgrounds, these thoroughly
conventional and middle class
and essentially dull people,
who would make such nice
neighbors and such unlikely
friends — could these be the
supermen whom the race had
struggled for a million years
to produce?"

American society is obsessed
with the future. The popularity of
science fiction, national agendas,
and scholarly reports on the condition of mankind in the twentyfirst century testify to Western
man's continuing concern with
widening the scope of his environment and broadening the range of
his activity. The prophets of the
new age include the unceasing advocate of the "communication revolution" Marshal McLuhan, with
his rather monistic view of the
future, and "war game" specialist, Herman Kahn, with his terrify». ing speculations about the complete
genetic control of man and the possible elimination of the Homo
sapiens in favor of a more adaptable species. Most of the futurists
agree that social relations will become increasingly intense in the
new technological era; the debate
rages, however, over the quality

of identity and freedom In the new
age. B. F. Skinner declares that
freedom is fundamentally illusory
— that conditioning can create a
new man prepared for the new dimensions of technology and beyond.
Tellhard de Chardin, maverick
Jesuit theologian, Christianizes
the concept of evolution and gloriously weds science and religion.
His vision sees the progression of
man towards a metaphysical union
of collective Being which he calls
the Noosphere. He applauds the
present trend towards collectivization and the "totalization of political regimes and declares that
"absolutely nothing" can halt the
progress of man. Teilhard de
Chardin seems not to take man
into consideration in his calculations, he indeed can be antievolutionary.
Gerald Sykes, in his book THE
COOL MILLENNIUM, describes in
terrifying allegory the battle of the
future between Aztech, the barbarous man of action, and the submissive, if rather human and
thoughtful, Toltech. Syke's advice
to Toltech is essentially:"Cherish
your obscurity." Academics beware!
Ferkiss, at least till the end of
Ms book steers clear of either
doomsday speculations or philosophical optimism. He uses Daniel
Bell's definition of technology as a
"systematic disciplined approach
to objectives, using a calculus of
precision and measurement and a
concept of system." This is to be
distinguished from techniques, the
use of specific tools or'processes.
He views the central problem of the
future as the gap between what we
know and what we can do and what
we are and what we must become.
He compiles considerable evidence
that we are on the brink of a new
world — brave or not — but that we
are limited by our culture and our
political and economic systems.
His fundamental hope is that technology can in his words, become
"autonomous" from the salesman
and the soldier.
Some of the most interesting,
if rather superficial parts of the
book entail an analysis of the cherished myths of the liberals, radicals, and conservatives. To him,
America is not falling into the
hands of a technological elite —
the so-called military-industrial
complex — a small community of
scientists, industrialists, and military men, Bourgeois man and his
banal culture and Insipid politics
still dominate the American land-
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scape. The rulers of America are
the "cool-eyed" managers — Richard M, Nixon, Melvin Laird, ad
Infinltum, ad nauseum. Ferkiss
does bring some hope into this
rather dim picture by Ms analysis
of the so-called "new politics."
Using historian Peter Drucker's
thesis that the New Deal coalition
of economic interests which have
veiled fundamental problems in the
politics of consensus is falling
apart. Ferkiss asserts that the
conflict will now be over values
— over the fundamental problems
of justice, freedom, equality, which
have always been in the uncriticlzed temple of the American
dream. One suspects that he viewed
the McCarthy campaign as an example of this "new politics", although many of us who were
involved have many serious doubts

to eliminating the vagaries of uncontrolled development in the past.
Oddly enough, he fastens on the
idea that planning is fundamentally
ambiguous because it cannot but
infringe on some or some group.
Thus more planning breeds more
conflict. He is, except for some
specific instances (international
cooperation, in space research, for
example) an advocate of lassiez
faire in the opening technological
age. Paul Johnson, a British journalist, saw the dangers of this concept when he envisioned the new
America as a "technological Wild
West." Ferkiss is no technological
Andrew Carnegie, however, he
does see the horror of the new
social gospel: " . . .virtually every
extension- of man's power over
nature and himself almost certainly will not be made. . .by con-

and perhaps the 'cultures of poverty' in the large cities of the
developed world. . .if the next step
in human evolution is to be a fusion
of races and cultures into a new
culture based on the new technology, industrialism has paved the
way in making the world one in
fact and spirit."
If the new technological man is
being eonsumated now by the
rationalization of industrialization
and the new discoveries in biology
and biochemistry, it is quite clear
that there are significant groups of
people who are being ignored In the
building of anew civilization. Aside
from the isolation of the so-called
Third World, there is the continuing pattern of alienation of the
blacks in America from the technological process. The ghettoiza-

The stare of Big Brother will haunt the new
civilisation. The dreams of all the sociological
prophets and Utopians will be perverted by our
inability to change our politics, our economic
system, our cultural ethos!
•about the motivations, character,
and strategy of that odd campaign
and its seemingly miscast candidate. Ferkiss assumes that the
emergent technological society is
forcing human beings into two alternatives: involvement or alienation. The "new politics," a hazy
and difficult concept at best,
doesn't seem to be a realistic
evaluation of the mood and political character of the American
people. Security and a perverse
isolation from the problems of
our society appear to be the reaction of the middle class; while
youth in Keniston's terminology of
"alienation" refuse to put themselves in tune with the rationalized
society and strike out in irrational,
organic, sensate, and affective
modes.
Ferkiss attacks both the liberals
and the socialists for having failed
to cope with the effects of industrialism. Their responses, in his
view have been largely "ad hoc,
piecemeal, palliative, measures.
Mrs. Johnson's highway-beautification program is typical, almost
to the point of caricature." Yet he
seems not to agree with Michael
Harrington, who in his book THE
ACCIDENTAL CENTURY, called
for planning of the future as a step
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sideration of what is good for man tion of the black man and the unbut what is good for some men." necessary delay both by the govOne of the most disturbing a s - ernment and business of the actipects of the book, and in a larger vation of these people in the
context of the futuristic studies economy and the social system
and the policy of the Western na- does not auger well for the future.
tions, is the ignorance of the devel- The black man will be left on the
oping nations and the condition of rather barren and hopeless side
the black man in America. The of the gap when America leaps into
basic assumptions are that prog- the future, since, as Ferkiss writes
ress is inevitable and that our "the machine is color blind, any
Western mode is the only satis- racial conflict that may occur in
factory process. Otherwise so- the coming technological era will
cieties are "primitive" and thus be necessarily arbitrary and
outside consideration in the future almost accidental, tragic perhaps,
of the world except as helots mis- but peripheral to the main theme
placed in time. Ferkiss, despite of future history."
his social science background in
If you take the present condition
the area of non-Western studies, of the black man in this nation,
amazes with his offhand dismissal the possibilities offered by Ferof the non-technological, world: kiss' prophecies, the opportunity
"The result was that mass produc- for the wealthy and the well-placed
tion, standardization, political to develop (taking advantage of
centralization, and alltheconcom- Kahn's genetic prophecies) a masmitants of industrial civilization ter race of technocrats, the future
became world wide, and with does not lookpropituous. The stare
them — though more slowly and of Big Brother will haunt that new
less completely to this day — the . civilization. The dreams of all the
attitudes towards work, knowledge, sociological prophets and Utopians
power, men, and nature that make will be perverted by our Inability
up Industrial man. Pockets of r e - to change our politics, our
sistance still exist in many parts economic system, our cultural
of Asia, Africa, and the Middle ethos. The ability to change without
East, just as they do in Italy and
the Scottish highlands, Appalachia,
(Continued on page 7)
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J.A. Investigation
Starts Wednesday

As part of its study of Junior
Adviser selection, a special Senate
committee will distribute questionnaires on the system at PreRegistration this Wednesday and
Thursday. Seniors will receive
their forms through the campus
mail.
The present J.A. selectivity system has frequently been criticized
by students for its resemblance to
fraternity "rush." It is carried
on by a panel of present junior
advisors and members of the rising
junior class. The majority of its
membership is chosen by the Associate Dean of Community Life.
The two-part questionnaire will
ask first for an appraisal of the
student's own J.A., and then for an
evaluation of the system as a
whole. According to Kenneth
Brownstein '71, chairman of the

Committee, it is contrary to "the
concept of 'Community that so
few know of a process which affects both the individual student
and this institution."
Investigations into the history
of the J.A. system at the College
will be on more part of the Committee's study. The Committee
hopes to compile data on "the
changing composition of the Selection Board, the number of applicants each year, the distribution of Junior Advisers between the
independent and fraternity structures, and the percentage of those
who were accepted from those
who applied."
The Committee's aim is to recommend to the Senate
what
Brownstein hopes will be
"a
revised and more comprehensive
Junior Adviser system."

Hyland Delivers Paper
For Community Seminars
Monday afternoon Dr. Drew Hyland, Assistant Professor of
Philosophy, delivered the first of
five scheduled community seminars in the Austin Arts Center to
an audience of students, faculty,
and Hartford residents. Speaking
on the topic, "Art and the Happening of truth: Reflections on
the End of Philosophy", Hyland
began with a consideration of a '
painting by Terence LeNoue of
the arts faculty,
Hyland's interpretation was
from the standpoint of the
aesthetic theories of the German
philosopher Martin Heidegger, Hyland noted that the German philosopher considers art essentially
as the "coming into openness of
truth." After
interpreting LeNoue's work from this standpoint,
Hyland went on to criticize the
interpretation on the basis of
several problems it raises concerning the nature of truth.
His remark's concluded with the
observation that Heidegger's position ultimately leads to the
merging of philosophy and art to the detriment of philosophy.
At the conclusion of the formal
remarks, several members of the
audience joined Hyland for
a

coffee hour discussion of the problems
his paper had raised.
Several participants later noted
that the community seminar program had started well, and expressed their interest in the upcoming seminars.
The next edition of the community seminar series will be a
talk by Instructor of Philosophy
W. Miller Brown on "Induction
and Discovery," time to be announced. All members of the community Interested in presenting
papers and discussions are urged
to do so by Terence LeNoue of
the arts faculty, who conceived
the idea of the seminars.
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THIS WEEK
TUESDAY, MAY 6

THURSDAY, MAY 8

3:00 P.M., V. Tennis - Wesleyan
- Home,
3:00 P.M., V. Baseball - AIC Away
4:00 P.M., Crown Investment
League, Alumni Lounge
10:00 P.M., Compline, Chapel

Pre-registration, I D Photos, and
Telephone pre-registration as
yesterday, McCook Audit.
2:30 p.m., V. Lacrosse - Union
- Away
3:00 p.m. F. Tennis - Loomis
- Home
8:15 p.m., Lecture by Dr. Stephen
VonMolnar '57, "The Function
of the Physicist in Industrial
Research", McCook
9:00 p.m., Economics Club, Alumni Lounge
10:30 p.m., The Eucharist, Chapel

WEDNESDAY, MAY 7
12:00 Noon, The Eucharist, Chapel
12:30-4:30 p.m., ID Photos, Washington Room
1:15-5:00 p.m., Pre-Registration,
Washington Room
9 a.m. - 4 p.m., Telephone P r e Registration, T.V. Lounge
2:30 p.m., F. Track - Hotchkiss
- Away
3:00 p.m., F. Baseball-Wesleyan
- Away
3:00 p.m., F. Tennls-Wesleyan. Home
4:15 p.m., Crew-Frosh at Andover
4:00 p.m., Memorial Service for
Anthony Kupka '67, Chapel
4:00 p.m., Astronomy Lecture by
Dr. Patrick Thaddeus, "Cosmic
Background Radiation," McCook
Audit.
4:15 p.m., Trinity Community
Seminar, "The Cult of Responsibility: Democratic Socialists In
the Russian Revolution" by Dr.
Anthony Netting, Rm. 320,
A.A.C.
8:00 p.m., 2nd Annual Hallden Lecture in Science and Engineering - "Science, Technology and
Human Problems" by Dr.
Hudson Hougland, Worcester
Foundation for Experimental
Biology, KriebleAudit..Clement
Bldg.

FRIDAY, MAY 9
SPRING WEEKEND, 9:00 p.m. Dance Washington Rm.
2:30 p.m., Dept. of Government,
PUBLIC AID TO PAROCHIAL

SCHOOLS: CONN. AND THE
SEER BILL - Edward Goode
Greater Hartford Council of
Churches and Phillip Walker
Rep. Conn. Catholic Commission on Education, Wean Lounge
4:00 p.m., Lecture by Prof. MarcPierre Louis, "Haitian Culture",
Alumni Lounge
5:00 p.m., Softball Game - WPOP,
The Hartford Capitols vs. The
Vernon St. Bombers
8:15 p.m., Jesters Production,
Goodwin Theatre, 3 1-act plays
- student directed — "In the
Shadow of the Glen," by Wm.
Yeate, "Bedtime Story," bySean
O'Casey, "Man of Destiny," by
G. B. Shaw
(Continued on Page 1)

1. Pipe broken?
No, I'm trying to find
where I stashed some dough.

1SSHINQT0N
DINNER and RESTAURANT
175 Washington Street

Serving Trinity for Over 20 Years
Open 6 a.m. to 1 a.m. — Every Day.

2. That's where you keep
your money?

•1 What's wrong with the bank?

Sometimes I put it in
the flower pot.

I'd only take it right
out again.

Allegheny Airlines
helps you beat
the waiting game.,
And saves you up to 331/3 %.
Allegheny's Young Adult Card lets you fly
whenever you want to (even ho' da>s)
and still get advance reservations,
If you're between 12 and 22,
what are you waiting for?
Stop by any Allegheny ticket
counter and purchase yourYoung Adult Card.
Only $10 for all of 1969,

4. But that's what you'n
doing now.

K

Not quite. The beautv
of my system is that '
I usually can't
find
whore l' put it.

5.1 think you'd be a lot better
oft' putting some of your
i l l ) u g h i n t o L i v i n S Insurance
»"<»" Equitable. It not only
gives
>' ou a n d t h e family
v ou r e
.
8" in S t o l l r t V e "
lifetime of protection,
it also builds cash values
you can use for emergencies,
opportunities, or even
retirement.
I wonder if it could be
with the french fries?

For information about Livine I n s u r i n g ,™ TV, \t
c
T^ ••. ui
m
For career opportunT •
F •
^fU11*8™"1
u/rifo. r ,',,v, i l l n,
' .*, * if l l "table, see your Placement Officer, or
write. Lionel M. Stevens, Manager, College Employment.

Allegheny Air System
We have a lot more going for you

THEHQUITABLE

'
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For First Season Win
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Fourth Period Rally
Trips Varsity Laxmen

It was seven games in coming,
performances. Defense has shown
The Trinity varsity lacrosse
by Crosby and Matt Birmingham at
but Mike Moonves frosh lacrosse the greatest jump, as this is the vious that the frosh have shown a
good deal of improvement, and
dropped its second game in
the beginning of the third period.
< team finally racked up Its first
hardest aspect of lacrosse, and were definitely in their last three ateam
row on Saturday, losing to MIT
Unfortunately,
the
Engineers
win, a 10-7 victory over Choate. Trinity began its defense'with games. The team concludes its
11-4. The Bants travel to Union
stormed back with two goals of
The vastly improved laxmen will
virtually no experience.
slate with home contests against next Thursday in hopes of eventheir own to crush virtually all
try to make it two in a row on
Offensively, the Bants have Kingswood and M.I.T, Coach Moon- ing up their present 2-3 record.
hope of a Bantam comeback.
Wednesday, May 14 when they meet
learned how to better control the ves is extremely hopeful for these
MIT opened the scoring with
The fourth period saw the LaxKingswood in a home match.
ball, get the good shot, and look contests and feels that with the
two goals early in the first period
men's demise. Capitalizing on
Trinity was never behind in for the open man. The result of improvement the team, the Bants as they caught Trinity disorganized
numerous Trinity penalties and a
the game against Choate, as the
improved play on both offense will have a good chance of winning defensively. In fact, poor defenfew fast breaks, Tech came up
Bants outplayed the preppies from
and defense has resulted in fine these final two contests.
sive play was to plague the Ban•with six goals to put the game
every angle. Moonves men outHllUopper performances of late.
Trinity was exceptionally sur- tams all day.
out of reach. Only Bill Wight's goal
•v shot Choate, 37-33, as well as
Jack Nelson has led the Bantam prising in last week's narrow loss
saved Trin from total embarasst holding a commanding edge in
offense, scoring 15 goals, includ- to a powerful Massachusetts, 8-7.
ment.
Trinity came back quickly, how-,
ground balls, 49-38.
ing five in the Choate contest, In this contest the Redmen scored ever, with a goal by sophomore
Net Notes: On Tuesday, UMass
After taking a quarter edge
and has been the outstanding at- in the final minute of play to grab midfielder Sheldon Crosby on a
took forty shots at the Trinity
of 1-0, Trin opened up on the tackman for the team. Defense has victory out of the Bantams' grasp. feed by Co-Capt. Bill Wight and
goal and converted twenty-five
Wallingford foes to move into a
been led by Bin Fisher who has It was one of Trinity's best games at halftime the score stood at
of them. Rather than pointing to
5-2 halftime edge. Choate came to
done a fine job in the goal.
of the season against the strong 4-1.
Trinity's defensive ineptitude, it
within one goal of the Bantams in
With only eight of the 20 team UMass team, as both ball handl-.
Inspired by Coach Joe Wilson's
shows the incredible accuracy and
the third period, but Trinity maning
and
passing
was
vastly
immembers having played lacrosse
fighting halftime words, Trinity
professionalism of the State Laxaged to hold a 7-5 quarter edge,
before entering Trinity, it is ob- proved.
staged a two goal rally on scores
men.
with four final period tallies insuring victory.
, Trinity was led by captain Jack
Nelson who exploded for five goals
in heading the Bantam offensive
(Continued from Page 6)
attack. Bob Atwater added three
tallies, with Harvey Dann and Will
SATURDAY, MAY 10
Whetzel adding a score apiece.
Al Floyd and John Kiley each
(Continued from Page 5)
2:00 p.m., V. Baseball - Worcesracked up an assist.
ter Tech. - Away
As far as the season on
merely seeking obscurity in split- tion bank in Washington, D.C.).
personable young man, who in
2:00 p.m., F. Baseball - U.Conn
the whole goes, the frosh laxlevel homes or mind-bending drugs If man is always in the process of
appearance and manner could
- Away
or the Ivory towers will indeed be becoming something, there is the
just as well have been a rising
men liave shown marked improveDad Vail Regatta at Philadelphia
terrifying
possiblity
that
he
may
the test of this generation.
junior executive in any large
ment over the season's opening
7:15 - 9:30 p.m., Concert - Dance,
American
corporation
Ferkiss ends his rather disap- someday, in this new world,
Chuck Berry and The Byrds,
seemed so perfectly adjusted
pointing book on a philosophical become man no more.
Field House
to the machines and the ornote. His vision is of a responsible
8:00 p.m., Film Series: "Dead
ganization around him, knowrace of human beings who through
Reckoning", McCook Audit.
ing them and their capacities
the use of science and technology
"What was he like, this new
8:15
p.m., Jesters Production (as
(Continued from Page 8)
as well as he knew himself,
achieve control over their world
man, this hero of technological
yesterday)
led the way, as he reset his old and their own lives. He proposes
finding in that knowledge space
civilization? His speech-prerecord of three days with a "toss" a rather insipid eclectic of philosand freedom. By any test of
sented in the first person —
SUNDAY, MAY 11
of 52' 5 3/4". Sophomore Glenn ophy --the "new naturalism "which
any number of political and
could have been written by a
1:15 p.m., Newman Apostolate
psychological ideologies he
Ryer also did yeoman's duty with declares the totality of mind-bodysophisticated computer. He
Mass, Alumni Lounge
should
have
been
an
almost
wins in the high jump, triple jump, society-nature relationship, the
read it perfectly, with the en7:00 p.m., Trinity College Symand long jump. Ralph Morini took "new immanentism" where the uniphonic Band, Quad
a first in the javelin, while the verse is within the grasp of the con8:00 p.m., Classic Film Series:
Trin mile relay closed out the meet sciousness of man, and the "new
•with a Trin victory. Mike Cancel- holism" which posits the assump- 'The Black man will be left on the rather barren "Ruggles of Red Gap," McCook
Audit.
liere took a second in the shot tion that everything is interconwith a heave that tied the old mark nected in process. Man is always and hopeless side of the gap when America leaps 8:15 p.m., Jesters Production (as
Friday)
of 50' 8 3/4". Ted Peterson also in the process of "becoming."
helped with three second places There are the dangers, which Fer- into the future . . .'
MONDAY, MAY 12
in the high jump, long jump and kiss mentions of man's falling prey
12:50 p.m., Chapel Service
to
the
machine
or
losing
his
inditriple jump.
2:00 p.m., F. Golf - Choate
viduality
in
a
cosmic
heaven
~
he
Although the Bants were shut- Away
thusiasm and sincerity of a
perfectly alienated man, for
out in first places in the running fails, however, to make serious
4:15 p.m., Trinity Community
perfectly happy and wellhad he not given his mind, his
events, they did cop 7 of 8 seconds injunction to man's becoming prey
Seminar, Rra. 320, A.A.C.,
brought up child, the kind one
body, and his soul over
and 5 of 8 thirds to keep the team to himself in a technological
"Some Alternate Teachingseems to encounter these days
completely to the vast physical
society
where
the
instruments
of
in the meet.
Learning Styles for Problem
only in films from the mainand human machine of which he
destruction and manipulation will
The frosh tracksters faced Am- be far greater than they are today
Students", by Dean Robert Fuller
land of China. . .
and his fellows were the
herst on Wednesday before joining, (viz. the creation of an informa6:30 & 7:15 p.m., Crew Reception
cutting edge? Yet it would be
"He was an objective man,
the varsity against Wesleyan. On
and Dinner, Faculty Club and
hard to visualize anyone who
and only when he spoke of wonWednesday Tom Buchenau won four
Hamlin Hall
less fitted the popular modern
der felt or beauty did he seem
events and placed second in yet
8:15 p.m., Jesters Production (as
stereotype of the alienated
close to striking a false note;
another as the team swept past
Friday)
man, or who seemed more a s emotional or aesthetic selfthe Lord Jeffs, 82-58. Buchenau
sured and serene. . .
indulgence would have been his
won the 100, 120 high hurdles, the
CHAPEL
(Continued from Page 8)
audience's reactions inspace,
"What, one wondered, were
long jump and triple jump, while
Sunday, May 11 - 10:30 a.m. The
but were they really his? This
his
dreams
like?"
getting a second in the 220. On and a great deal of fun. Yet, for
Eucharist
Saturday, with the team down to most players, it was neither.
5:00 p.m. - College Vespers
Roy Dath is an established soconly ten men, the squad lost to the
cardinals 84-54. Again Buchenau cer coach, as seen in numerous
EXHIBITS
led the way winning the high hurdles New England rankings and his 100
COLLEGE LIBRARY
and long jump and finishing second plus victories. His primary conA Prevalence of Witches - 1969
—j
in the 100, 220, and triple jump. cern is winning soccer games.
- The Persecution of Witches
This year's varsity, was often
j College Relations Director
1484 - 1692
criticized for a lack of team
c/o Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008
spirit. This is strange for a team
with such a fine record, as winPlease send me a free Sheraton Student I.D. Card:
ning teams, according to Swimming Coach Bob Slaughter, build
^Continued from Page 8)
Name:.
up a very great "esprit de corps."
Dad Vail Cup Regatta. Trin's varAddress:.
This lack of spirit, it seems,
SUMMER PROGRAM •
sity, JV, and first frosh leave
stems from Dath's desire to win.
Wednesday or Thursday for Philiy,
ANNOUNCEMENT
So much does he over-emphasize
Preliminary heats begin on Friday,
winning that In games only certhe finals are on Saturday afterSummer Recreation Program
tain people play. The ones whom
noon. Last year, we placed sixth in
meeting this afternoon at
he considers to be the .best. His
the varsity, second in the JV, and
4:30 P.M.
lack of substitutions have made
fourth in the freshman competition
more than a few of his players
among the thirty-odd schools
participating. We are also sending
unhappy.
,
a four man shell without coxswain,
Get one. Rooms are now up to 20% off with a
A great many students play varmade up of the freshmen and
sity soccer at Trinity. They give
Sheraton Student I.D. How much depends on
varsity spares.
up a great deal of time to play a
where and when you stay.
The times for Saturday's races
game they love. Yet, as much as
were:
And the Student I.D. card is free to begin with.
they play in practice, they are
frustrated during games. Their
Varsity.- 1. Trlnlty-6:20.7, 2.
Send in the coupon. It's a good deal. And at a
WPI-6:28.7, 3. WeSlaye<1-6:29.7, 4.
athletic goal is to play soccer,
Marist-6:34.O,
5. Amherst-6:38.0, 6.
good place.
and not to win games. If it were,
Assumption Coflege-6:47.7, 7. Clark
why are they so unhappy after
u n l v e r s l t y - 6 : 5 5 , 8. American
International College-7s03.
•eaching the finals of the New
Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns. A Worldwide Service of l i r
J V : 1 . T r l n i t y - 6 : 4 8 . 2 , 2.
England tournament?
Wesleyen-6:59.2, 3. Amherst-7:03.7,4.
Thus soccer under Roy Datn
Marist-7:O9.0, 5. WPl-7:24, 6.
Assumptlon-7:33, 7. AIC-7-.45.
..ias become an elitest sport; only
Freshman 1: 1 Trlnlty-6:41.1, 2
.he good players will play. This
Mari5t-6:55.6, 3. Amnerst-7:01.J, 4.
is hurting a great many people
WPI-7:06.5.
who are being denied the chance
P i c k l e B o a t s : 1. T r i n i t y , 2 .
Middletown.
to play. Who knows, they might
also be "winning soccer players.

Technology's Message for a Future
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Trackmen Tip

ln Dubious Battle

Crew Victory

WeVe holding
the cards.
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Trinity Crews Sweep
Rusty Callow Regatta;
Vic in Dad Vail Next

U...

First baseman Jack Willin clouts a mighty home run to lead the
Bantams to Saturday's 6-0 victory-over Tufts.

Trinity Nine Wins Pair
Behind King, McCord
It was a banner week for Robie
limits' diamond crew as the Trinity baseball team picked up a pair
of impressive wins. The Bants nipped Coast Guard Friday afternoon,
2-1 before waUcming Tufts the next
day! 6-0. The two wins upped the
team's record to 3-7, heading into
today's clash against American International.
Trin's Scott King emerged on top
of a tight pitching duel with the
Coasties' Wynn Harper to post his
first win of the season in Friday's
201 Bantam triumph. King was in
full control, allowingthree hits and
no earned runs while striking out
two and walking none.
Trinity scored once in the second
when singles by Brian Titus and
Bill Belisle were followed by a
sacrifice and an infield out, scoring Titus.
After the Cadets tallied a run
in the fifth on an error and a single,
Trinity picked up its winning tally
In the sixth frame. Norm Aprill and
Jack Willin. singled, and an error
followed by Jay Bernadoni's sacrifice fly scored Aprill to give the
Hilltoppers the margin of victory.
The Tufts contest was clearly
Trinity finest game this season.
Trinity pitcher, making Ms first
mound appearance this season
after an injury, was masterful for
the seven Innings he worked. McCord allowed only three hits, striking out six and walking one, before
relinquishing the pitching chores
to Miles King in the eighth.
A tight duel between McCord and
Tufts' Bill Richardson was broken
up In the fifth frame when Jack
Willin smashed a- home run down
the right field line just beyond the
reach of the Tufts' right fielder.
The Willin shot was followed by
a towering hit by Jay Bernadoni
•which tipped off the centerfield
man's glove, good for two bases.
A pair of wild pitches scored Bernadoni, and Trin led 2-0.

plate, collecting a pair of singles.
In addition to today's encounter
with AIC, Trinity will travel to
Worcester Tech Saturday to try to
keep their newly-formed win skein
alive.
TRINITY

COAST GUARD

ab r H bl
ab r h bl
Aprill
4 1 1 0 Mwh 4 0 0 0
Willin
3 0 1 0 Sher 4 0 1 0
Brnclni
2 0 1 1 Gynt 4 0 0 0
Titus
3 1 1 0 Smith 4 0 0 0
Belisle
3 0 1 0 Schmt 4 0 0 0
Winter
2 0 0 0 DUB! 3 1 0 0
James
3 0 0 1 Harp 3 0 2 1
Lenlk
2 0 0 0 Bills 3 0 0 0
3 0 00
S. King
3 0 0 O Cor
Totals 25 2 5 2 Tot. 32 1 3 1
E —Willin 2 Bills, Winter;
DP-Trinity 1 ; Coast Guard, 1 ;
LOB-Trlnlty 3, Coast Guard 4 ;
2b-Sherer; SB-DuBols; S-Winter ;
SF-Bemadoni

by Keith Pinter
An the Trinity heavweight crews
finished the regular season undefeated Saturday by sweeping the
Rusty Callow Cup Regatta in Worcester, Mass.
The season record is now 8-0
for the first freshmen, 12-0 for the
JV, and 14-0 for the varsity. The
Callow, held on Lake Quinsigamond, is the New England small
college championship.
The varsity got off to a low stroking and rather rough start, and
after twenty strokes was in sixth
position, but they soon found their
rhythm and clawed down every
other crew on the lake. At 1500
meters, they had open water over
their nearest rival. A quartering
wind off the starboard bow blew up
in the final 500 meters, but the
race was already won. Trinity
crossed two lengths ahead of
Worcester Polytechnic Institute in
a winning time of 6:20.7. WPI's
varsity won the varsity rave by
0.1 seconds over Trinity last year.
For the JV, the victory was just
another link in a long chain. In
two years, they have lost to one
school only, and that was close.
There is nothing particularly junior about a boat that could take
quite a few of the varsitys around.
The squad happens to be deep
enough so that we have far more
than eight men of first boat calibre. The JV won on Saturday by
over two lengths with a time of
6:48.2 against a good headwind.

The first frosh mashed second
place Marist College to the consistency of plankton, last seen
floating on the murky waters of
Lake Quinsigamond. The margin of
victory was 3 1/2 lengths.
The redoubtable zoo laughed to
a two length victory over a pickle
boat made up by Wesleyan, bouncing back in doing so from ignomi-

In Dubious Battle
by Sheldon Crosby
Despite the efforts of a few individuals, Trinity is still a stronghold for amateur athletics. Sports
here, while well popularized, are
treated lightly by the student body.
Athletes, although desiring to have
done better, are nevertheless satisfied with their imperfect record.
Yet, there are still individuals
who want Trinity to win all their
games and these people do everything in their power to accomplish
this end.
Don Miller would like to win
more football games. In fact, winning football games is just about
all he cares about in life. His
excellent two year record of 123-1, speaks for itself. He lives
football twenty-four hours a day;
that great line to his freshman
baseball team last spring, "Now,
if the count is THIRD and one.."
In order to win more football

Frosh Win Both 9-0

ip h r er bb so

King
9 3 10 0 2
Harper
8 522 16
WP— King; PB—Titus
Trinity
Coast Guard

010 001 OOx — 2
000 010 000— 1

TRINITY

TUFTS

ab r h bl
Aprill • 3 10 0
10 0 0
Thorn
5 24 1
Willin
4 2 12
Brmd
2 0 10
Titus
4 000
Belisle
McCord 2 00 0
1000
King
Shehan 4 0 10
4 0 00
James
4 120
O'Donl
Totals 346 9 3

ab r h bi
Cybo 4 0 1 0
Karp
0 10
Yolk
0 10
Curia
0 20
Ginct
0 00
0 00
ROSS
0 00
McD
0 00
Fltp
0 10
Rchr
Arbld 0 0 0 0

Tot. 31 0 6 0

E—Titus, Curielli, Fltzpatrlck,
Giachettl;
DP-Cyboron;
L O B — T r i n i t y 6, Tufts 8:
2b--Cyboron, H-Wlllln; SB-Karp,
Curielli; S-Aprlll.

ip h r er bb so
McCord (w)
7 3 0 0 1 6
King
2 300 0 3
Richardson (L) 61/3 8 6 3 3 6
Archibald
12/3 1 0 o 0 1
w WP—Richardson, 2.
Trinity
000 020 40X — 6
Tufts
000 000 000— 0

Varsity Tennis Gains Split
The Varsity Tennis team had its
ups and downs last week, shutting
out Springfield College 9-0 on Wednesday, only to be itself shutout
Saturday at MIT. However, the
Freshmen were successful in both
meets, shutting out their opponents
on both occasions.
The Varsity record now stands
at 3 and 4, while the frosh record
3 and 2. Today, both teams play
Wesleyan here at 3:00
The Varsity completely dominated the Springfield College squad
- - allowing only one of the nine
matches to go more than two sets.
However at MIT the exact reverse
was true and the Trinity squad was
able to win only two of the twenty
sets that were played.
The singles results were: Mike
Beautyman beat Drasin 7-5, 6-4,
and lost to McKinley 6-2, 6-4.
Chuck Wright beat Johanson 6-1,
11-9, but was beaten by Brookfield
6-3, 6-2. Alan Gibby won over
Gardner 6-0, 6-3, and lost to Metcalf 6-4, 6-0. Ron Cretaro came

Four insurance tallies were
racked up in the seventh frame to
assure the Bantam triumph. An
Infield hit by Shawn O'Donnell was
followed by a pair of fine bunts by
Norm Aprill and Jack Willin to
load the bases.
A single to left by Bernadoni
tallied O'Donnell and Aprill. Brian
Titus scored to load the bases
again, and a ground ball to third
by Bill Belisle scored Bernadoni
and Willin. Bernadoni appeared out
at the plate on the play, as the throw
appeared to be in plenty of tima, but
the umpire said the Tufts catcher i
missed the tag, despite the loud
protests of severalJumboplayers.
Trinity scoring ended at that
point, as Miles King entered the
contest in the eighth frame to p r e serve McCord's win. King did allow ...
three hits but he did not allow a run
and thus preserved the Bantams'
first shutout of the season.
Leading the Bantams on offense
(Pete Devlne)
was Jack Willin, who had three
singles besides his homer. Shawn Captain Mike Beautyman and Chuck Wright join forces here in their
O'Donnell also stood out at the doubles match against the Engineers of MIT.

nious defeat at the calloused hands
of the East Lyme (Conn.) High
School varsity. The Callowwasthe
last race for the zoo, which has by
now dissolved into its various constituent varieties of fauna.
With the end of the regular season comes the event to which the
regular season was a prelude, the
(Continued on Page 7)

back against Barton 5-7, 6-4, 6-1,
but lost to Weiss 6-2, 6-0. Bill
Anderson beat Denzel 8-6, 6-0, and
was beaten by Stewart 6-4, 6-2.
Peter Campbell won over Jansey
6-3, 7-5, and was beaten by Gottlieb 6-3, 6-0.
In doubles play Gibby and
Cretaro beat Drasin and Johanson
8-6, 6-4, and lost to McKinley and
Weiss 6-2, 4-6, 6-1. WrightBeautyman- beat Gardner-Barton
6-1, 6-4, and were beaten by Metcalf-Stewart 7-5, 6-3. AndersonCampbell shut out Danzel-Greene
but lost to Cross-Smith 6-3 1-6''
8-6.
Against Springfield College and
MIT the Freshmen were deadly,
not allowing any match except one
to go the full three sets. There were
two shut outs posted against
Springfield.

Trackmen Tip
Wesleyan To
Even Mark
by Vic Haas

With only Worcester Tech left
a week from today, new head coach
Terry Herr's varsity trackmen
stand at 3-3 after last week's two
meets against the Coast Guard and
Wesleyan.
On Wednesday the Hilltoppers
were the victims of a cadet onslaught resulting in a 115-25 loss.
The one and only shining moment
of glory for the Bants came when
Darren Burstein finally eclipsed
the nine-year-old shot-put record
with a heave of 51' 5 1/4", surpassing the old mark by almost
nine inches. In breaking the school
and field marks, Burstein took the
only first place the team got all day.
However, Saturday was different, as the blue and gold extended
Wesleyan's record to five straight
losses. Again it was Burstein who

games, Miller has set up an elaborate recruiting system. Almost
every weekend, several rather
strange looking behemoths can be
seen roaming around the campus.
The blackboard in the Sports room
is constantly and completely filled
with the names of various highschool football players.
Yet, I question the need for Trinity to recruit football players. Obviously, Miller does not believe
that in the present student body he
can find any " winning ball players."
The fact that many students came
to Trinity because its small size
would allow them to play football,
is of little consequence to him.
Thus, it seems that Miller is attempting to create a football team
for the students, rather than from
the students.
Compared with Notre Dame,
Yale or even other small colleges
such as Wayne State, Trinity's '
football is not very good. And there
is no reason to expect it to be
better. Trinity, with (thank God)
no athletic scholarships, is primarily an academic institution.
Sports, including football, come
under the heading of "extra-curricular activities." Thus, athletics
are meant to take a subordinate
role to that of academics.
As fulfillment and success in
later life depends for the most part
upon our academic achievements,
it is necessary to spend as much
time as possible on our studies.
Being on an undefeated Trinity
football team will get no one this
success. It is impossible to do
consistantly well academically and
Play "winning football." Miller
asks too much time of his players.
He expects them to devote as much
if not more time to football as they
do to their work.
A student comes to Trinity in
hopes that he can get a good education and still play football. It is
a game he loves to play, yet, by
the same token, if it were his only
concern he would have gone to
Michigan State. Thus, we have
students who play football because
they enjoy it and because they
want to relax. Football is easily
the best remedy for classroom
frustration. But, to take on football as a sixth course destroys
a person's primary reason for
playing the game. A lot of enjoyment is lost in the great dash to
finish first.
Miller wants to win football
games, and so do his players. Yet,
so much does he want to win that
not only is he destroying the game
for many people, but he is also
hurting the whole college sports
program.
For most athletes, to play on a
team of NCAA championship caliber would be the thrill of a lifetime. It is a privilege and an
enjoyment that only a few receive each year. Trinity, being
incredibly fortunate,
has been
invited to NCAA New England
soccer play-offs four times in
the last five years. Thus, if we
take winning to be the end in
sports, as so many do, then playing
on this year's varsity soccer team
must have been quite a thrill

